
Wall decal kitchen A clean kitchen is a sign of a wasted life

Reference:KC_5888

Price: 18.00€

Options:
Size (HxL) : 25 x 50 (10 x 20 in), 40 x 80 cm (15,5 X 31,5 in.) (+ 12.00€), 50 x 100 cm (17 x 39 in) (+
19.00€), 55 x 110 cm (22 x 43 in) (+ 23.00€), 85 X 170 cm (34 X 68 .in) (+ 52.00€), 100 x 200 cm (39,4 x
78,8 in.) (+ 74.00€)
Color : Black, White, Light_grey, Dove_grey_074, Dark_grey, Storm_grey_073, Dark_beige_816,
Light_brown_081, Sand, Chocolate, Nut, Orange, Poppy_red_047, Tomatoe_red, Cherry_red_031,
Burgundy, Carnation_pink_429, Pink, Fushia, Lilac_042, Lavender_043, Purple, Powder_blue_172,
Sky_blue, Ice_blue_056, Marina_blue, Dark_blue, Mint, Turquoise, Dark_green, Olive_green_493,
Cactus_green, Apple_green, Pastel_green_622, Canary_yellow, Mustard_yellow, Silver, Gold, Copper_092,
Frosted_translucid_for_window

Criteria associated:
:

Description:
Kitchen wall decals for your interior decoration!

These kitchen wall decals and this wall decal A clean kitchen is a sign of a wasted life can give you
decorating ideas for your kitchen. Bring a touch of originality to a cheerful atmosphere to your kitchen with
this sticker A clean kitchen is a sign of a wasted life as wall decoration.

https://www.ambiance-sticker.com/en/wall-decal-kitchen-clean-kitchen-is-sign-of-wasted-life-xml-3392_255_3363-20742.html


Where can I stick this wall sticker? 

This wall sticker will be perfect on the interior walls of your kitchen! It can also be stuck on your furniture
or bar.

How to apply wall decals

Technical specification

 

Vinyl brand: Avery Dennison® 500 Event Film Matt / Orafol Orajet® 3164-XMRA matt Lifetime:  5 years
Thickness: 0,1 mm Removable: yes. It does not damage the wall Waterproof: yes Washable with water:
yes Resistance to solvents: yes Toxic: no Flammable: no (norm NF P 92-501 - M1) Smell: none Type of
adhesive: acrylic glue Temperature resistance: From -40 to 85°C Origin: Made in France and Belgium

 

* Applies to all our vinyl printed and cut. Not applicable for blackboards, luminescent, whiteboards and other kind of material/span>

Link to the product

https://www.ambiance-sticker.com/en/wall-decal-kitchen-clean-kitchen-is-sign-of-wasted-life-xml-3392_255_3363-20742.html

